ORACLE OF AMSTERDAM CONFERENCE
28 JUNE 2019, AMSTERDAM
- REPORT SET-UP OF THE CONFERENCE
Oracle of Amsterdam was organized in order to present the various elements and outcomes of the
European Refugees’ Oral History Project Specially Unknown, to discuss the topics which emerged from
these outcomes, and to enable the participants to make collective and individual future action plans on
these issues.
The main three topics of the conference were: the oral history of refugees, (cultural) co-creation with
refugees and the cultural participation policies and practices - all of this in the context of various
European cities. It boiled down to these questions:
1. How can the stories of refugees be a part of the cultural heritage of the European cities?
2. In which ways can these stories be presented to a broader audience?
3. What are the ways for cultural participation of refugees? What are the various roles we – each and all
of us – could take in these matters?
In order to actively engage professionals and volunteers from various fields and backgrounds the
following set-up of the conference was created:
 Involvement/invitation of the experts and stakeholders from a broad range of fields of work:
migration, oral history, documentation, heritage, art, culture, research, public sector, (cultural) policy,
refugee organizations and refugees from the partaking European and some Dutch cities;
 Dynamic and short presentation of the three main elements of the Specially Unknown at the Opening
plenary, as a warming-up and inspiration for the focus of the conference, the workshops;
 Elaborated discussion and co-creation of the various scenarios on issues spurt from the Specially
Unknown at the several parallel daylong interactive workshops;
 Followed by the Closing plenary where plans and ideas for the future were shared, from all the
workshops as well as from the participants from different fields.
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Reference to two Delphis
The name of the conference comes from the two “Delphis” – the ancient Greek Oracle of Delphi, and
the 20th century Delphi research method (employed by Specially Unknown) – which both base their
advises about the best courses of action on “whispers” from various sides and areas of life. The Greek
oracle Pythia based it on the whispers from the Gods and from the priests with the “local” knowledge.
Delphi Research bases it on the arguments and recommendations of a “collective intelligence” of the
experts from different fields of work.

HOW TO READ THIS REPORT
Oracle of Amsterdam was held in Amsterdam, on 28 June 2019, in the Tolhuistuin complex in the northern
part of the city. This 1-day event had an Opening Plenary, two rounds of seven parallel workshops, a
Closing plenary and a farewell-cocktail. The day before the actual conference there was a joint dinner for
all people involved in the programme and some guests from abroad.
There were over 120 registrations. A special mix of people from various European cities of which a third
with a refugee background.
This report describes the process (what happened) at and the outcomes (what is delivered) of the
conference, starting with the pre-conference dinner, followed by the opening plenary, seven workshops
and the closing plenary. It ends with the advises and recommendations of participants.

KICK-OFF OF THE CONFERENCE
On the 27th of June, all (35) people with an active role at the conference came for the first time together
at the Walking – Working dinner at the Flemish Cultural House De Brakke Grond. These were: the opening
statement speaker, workshops moderators from Amsterdam, and the Specially Unknown partners and
collaborators - including interviewers and artists - from four EU cities: Antwerp, Bochum, Paris and Turin,
who were to take part in the Opening plenary and/or be workshop hosts. At the end of the evening, the
good mood, a team feeling and the spirit of togetherness were created: everybody was looking
enthusiastically forward to next day’s conference.

OPENING PLENARY
The Opening Plenary introduced the three main themes of the conference, in order to set the topics and
tone for the workshops, and to motivate and stimulate participants to think, dream and create various
future scenarios on the role of life stories of refugees for cultural heritage, art productions and cultural
participation in European cities.
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Welcome word by the city of Amsterdam
Ronald Venderbosch, director Participation at the City of Amsterdam, welcomed the participants on
behalf of the City Government. He stated that Amsterdam is a progressive city which believes “in the
fundamental idea of participation. Telling stories, listening to other people, is fundamental to us.” He
focused his short welcome on the manifold levels of importance of oral history, of telling and collecting
stories: “Telling stories is important for people who tell them, and people who listen to them and who
read them. Telling stories is becoming who you are and who you can be. On the other hand, stories
become narratives and narratives become politics.” He thanked the refugees present at the conference
for sharing their “individual part of lives”, which can help to “get your view on the world, to get who you
are, and help us as civil servants in the discussion with the politics.” It is very important to combine your
individual stories and politics and policies, for future discussions, and for your own self-development.”

Opening Statement: Being a refugee is not my identity, it is my experience
Domenica Ghidei Biidu, human rights lawyer, strategic advisor inclusive organizations and a Member of
the European Commission Against Racism and Intolerance, took the stage over and gave a heart-warming
opening to the themes of the conference and the Specially Unknown project as such. She talked about
her history with the Specially Unknown project from 2012 until now, about being an insider and outsider
at the same time, both in the project, and – being a refugee - also in life. That – being a refuge – is the
reason, she explained, for being in this project for so long, and for being grateful for its extension to four
other European cities. She emphasized: “Being a refugee is not an identity. Being a refugee is an
experience”. This statement resonated with all who were present and kept on returning during the day.
At the end of this very moving and personal address, she said she expected to be touched, inspired and
discomforted by this conference.
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Presentation of the Specially unknown project as a live magazine
Saskia Moerbeek , director of the BMP Foundation, announced the idea of this conference: to share
themes and outcomes of the activities of the Specially Unknown Project, and inspire all present to create
their own ideas on these topics and embed them in their future work. She presented Specially Unknown
as a “live magazine”, following its three main tracks:
1. The collection of 140 life stories of refugees settled in Antwerp, Bochum, Paris and Turin
2. The artistic and cultural productions in these 4 cities, made on the basis of the interviews
3. A Delphi-panel (social survey) on cultural participation policies and practices in 9 EU countries.

Live Magazine: Track 1
Oral History - Interviews with refugees - Collection of life stories in Antwerp, Bochum, Paris and Turin
This topic started with a short video-compilation of the selected interview fragments Antwerp, Bochum,
Paris and Turin. It was followed by a presentation – by Dietmar Osses, Director LWL Industrie Museum
Zeche Hannover (Bochum, Germany) - of the first insights from the interviews in the 4 cities, based on the
first 40 completed interviews. After that there was a live Interview on stage by interviewer: Ilda Curti from
Rete Italiana di Cultura Popolare in Turin, who interviewed Christine Huynh, fieldworker /interviewer for
Specially Unknown in Paris.
The screening gave the audience an idea about the broad variety and scope of the interviews, in terms
of countries of origin, age, education and profession of the interviewees, as well as the topics they talked
about.
The presentation of Dietmar Osses focused on some similarities and differences in the interviews from
the 4 cities, referring to three important periods in refugees’ lives:
1. Life before the flight
2. Arrival to and first steps in a new city
3. Settling in a new city.
Insights of the 1st period, life before the flight: The most obvious is a difference between people who
had a more or less stable life in the country of origin (that is: home, education possibilities, careers, like
people from Iran and Syria) and the people who experienced extreme insecurity and instability (like the
Palestinians from Gaza, and Cambodians during the Pol Pot regime). The former ones seem to be more
confident in their capability to build up a new life in a new society and have less setbacks because of an
overall feeling of insecurity.
Insights of the 2nd period: there is a striking similarity between all interviewees, on both positive and
negative aspects of the arrival and the first steps in a new city. The majority loves it and genuinely praises
its unique qualities (i.e. Bochum for quietness, Paris for diversity, Turin for food, and Antwerp, along for
its cultural life, also for “not being Brussels”. They all also have in common that the strongest motive to
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build a new life is the future of their children, and that learning the language is crucial for building a new
life. In all four cities they experience also the same problems: stressing and time-consuming complexity
of bureaucracy, long waiting terms, difficulties to find work and an affordable house; and, on a “softer”
level: the individualism of European people, life scheduled in monthly planners, lack of “natural”
hospitality. Many of them turn to cooking for an income: it doesn’t require language skills and diplomas,
and gives an opportunity to share something of their own culture and hospitality.
Insights of the 3rd period: Two obvious issues emerge after people settle: balancing different identities
and discovering the new society more deeply. On one side, they like democracy, equality in front of the
law, and that it seems possible to make a dream come true if you work hard. On a shadow side, they are
angry and frightened by a negative image of refugees in the media, because they already experienced the
power of media to divide the once-together-living-communities. Sometimes they experience an openly
expressed racism. A lack of corruption has its bad side too: “If the bureaucracy is “blocked”, (if there is no
corruption) there is no way to unblock it”. As for their identity: they all balance, or try to balance it:
remaining connected to their country of origin through diaspora, developing a belonging to their new
home through new friends.
In general, there are some striking similarities between the women interviewed: not only in their
vulnerability (dependency on the male relatives, lesser possibilities for education in the country of origin),
but also “almost all women who have been interviewed showed a great capacity for endurance,
willingness to take any opportunity, and in many cases they find a way to live more independently”.
These first insights “call for further investigation, hopefully amongst the researchers present at the
plenary” – was a conclusion of this presentation.

Personal meaning of being part of the project
The live interview with Christine gave the participants of the conference an impression how the
interviews were conducted, and their main focus: to reach out to people, to open them to tell their most
intimate thoughts and experiences. Christine’s answer on what did interviewing members of the
community of Cambodian refugees in Paris mean to her personally, was very moving: it had connected
her to her own history, and to her father. He was helping her with translating the interviews and told her
his “story” for the first time. It was a deeply emotional and important opening to the past, and between
the generations.

Live Magazine: Track 2
Co-creation with refugees - Artistic productions in Antwerp, Bochum, Paris and Turin, made on the basis
of the interviews
This “chapter” begun with a live dance of Ahmed Taigué, Chadian dancer and choreographer from Berlin,
who danced in the conference room and on stage impressions of the start of the conference and how we
was late because he could not find the address at first. His dance was “taken over” by a video compilation
of the artistic and cultural events that were made in Paris, Antwerp, Bochum and Turin. In the video Ahmed
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himself is dancing in Paris. The video as a whole showed the range of different approaches, artistic
disciplines and forms that the interviews inspired to: from a theatre play in Italy, a music festival in Bochum,
live drawing and filming of a shadow theatre in Antwerp, and dance and video art in Paris.
After that Céline Joris and Vida Razavi, project coordinator and an interviewer from the Specially Unknown
Antwerp team in the Red Star Line Museum, jointly presented their experiences of the process of co-creation
of four different artistic productions (each about an important period in a life of a refugee told through
another art form - drawing, music, theatre, film).
They identified four significant elements of the co-creation in Antwerp (4 events, four art disciplines, four
topics:
1. Deciding together about everything (idea, form, content, producing);
2. Basic decision to communicate the universal and timeless qualities of refugee’s personal stories;
3. Aiming to create a dialog with audiences and therefore choosing for interactivity in all four productions,
whatever art form it was;
4. Using the talents of people already involved in the interviews (many of the interviewees and interviewers
were artists: filmmakers, singers, copy-writers, photographers, actors).

Trust and let-go
Sometimes, this diversity of perspectives - 15 artists from different cultural background and different art
forms - created difficulties. But the whole team learned that trust and letting-go overcome all personal,
cultural and professional obstacles.
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Live Magazine Track 3:
A Delphi-panel (social survey) on policies and practices of cultural participation of refugees in 9 EU
countries
Frank von Meijenfeldt from BMP Foundation, coordinator of the Delphi Survey, explained the mainn
features of this panel: it gathered 45 various professionals (in integration, NGO’s working for refugees,
policy makers and representatives from cultural institutions conducted) from Belgium, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Italy, Sweden, Netherlands and Portugal to answer 3 rounds of questions on various
aspects of cultural participation.
So far, this revealed different understanding of cultural participation as an:
1. means to find a way in a society,
2. individual activity in cultural field and as an
3. organized instrument for integration.
There are also different objectives for cultural participation mentioned by the panel:
1. assimilation,
2. integration
3. participation
Accordingly there are different activities to practice it. From cultural: visiting theatre, film, museum; to
social: i.e. sports; and “integrational”: such as language courses).
There also is a different focus of policies and programs: on refugees exclusively or on society as a whole.
Successful instrument for mainstream cultural institutions – next to creating accessibility for diverse
audiences - could be permanently engaging artists or/and curators with the refugee background with the
“regular” programming, as well as in the boards (as members).
At the end Frank gave a sneak preview of the outcomes regarding the future roles of the refugees (it was
too early to present the definitive outcomes of the whole panel, the 3rd round was still ongoing). The panel
expressed a wish that it would develop from mostly a spectator and transmitter of stories towards mostly
a maker and co-creator.

WORKSHOPS
The workshops were designed to address the three main themes, from three different angles: from the
perspective of thinkers, of dreamers and of doers. To cover the manifold of issues the three main themes
brought about, and to enable a versatile approach (from different angels and roles/positions) for discussion
and “work” on these issues, there were 7 parallel workshops at the conference.
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The focus of all workshops was on the input, knowledge and creativity of the participants. All workshops
had the same structure too. To allow for a deep discussion on a given topic, each workshop had 2 rounds,
and the approximately 13 participants remained the same workshop the whole day. Each workshop was cogiven by a workshop moderator (a local professional) and a workshop host (a guest from one of the EU
cities). Each started with a short teaser. Teasers were made from the various components of the Specially
Unknown project, differed per workshop – some had a screening (video, photos, interview fragments), the
other a live performance. In each workshop they discussed the given topic, mapped their knowledge,
experiences and ideas on the basis of the Metaplan method (a democratic way of working to ensure all
participants are heard) on the workshops’ theme) and at the end in each the participants co-created the
presentation for the Closing Plenary.

Overview of the 7 workshops
Theme 1: Oral History - Life stories of refugees
Workshop 1: New narratives, future cultural heritage
Workshop 2: Meaning of oral history interviews for European cities
Theme 2: Co-creation with refugees – Current artistic and cultural production
Workshop 3: Inspiring forms of creative engagement
Workshop 4: Essence and meaning of co-creation
Workshop 5: Dreamed artistic productions
Theme 3: Cultural participation of refugees – policies and practices in 9 EU countries
Workshop 6: Cultural participation practices and policies – possibilities and strategies
Workshop 7: Shared dream about ideal future city

Theme 1: Oral History - Life stories of refugees
Workshop 1
Topic: New narratives, future cultural heritage: creation of new interview collections
Main question: What can we do to include life stories of refugees in the cultural heritage and life in EU
cities?
Role of the participants: Doers
During the workshop, a diverse group - ranging from fieldworkers active in the Specially Unknown project,
to people with a background in academic science, archives, museums, social and policy work - discussed
general principles and best practices on how oral history projects with refugees should be conducted and
disseminated. This topic was introduced by a teaser prepared by a host from Antwerp. Specially Unknown
interviewer Wendy Kegels interviewed the moderator of the workshop, community developer Firoez
Azarhoosh, Iranian settled in Amsterdam.
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In the first part, the emphasis was on the importance of creating the right context for an interview, both
in order to obtain authentic testimonies and to ensure the safety and the rights of the refugee being
interviewed. Ethical as well as methodological concerns were raised. The fieldworkers talked about their
experiences in ensuring safety by putting a great effort in preparatory talks, and by putting all
arrangements in a contract.
The second session was about the dissemination of the oral histories. Everybody agreed that extreme
care has to be taken in ‘protecting’ the interviewee. Making a sometimes very personal story public, in
a society where refugee issues are raising tempers and sparking a lot of controversy - if it’s not done with
an utmost care, a testimony can lead its own life, it can get beyond the control of the interviewee and/ or
the organisation responsible for the management and dissemination of the interview. This should always
be done in conversation with the interviewee.
Also the value of the testimonies as material for scientific research was discussed. It was concluded that
the context in which the interview was taken has to be preserved, so that future researchers or
policymakers can take the context into account when interpreting the testimonies.
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Workshop 2
Topic: Meaning of oral history interviews for European cities
Main question: Why are life stories of refugees important?
Role of the participants: Thinkers
Host Katarzyna Nogueira, trainer of Specially Unknown in Bochum talked about the various outcomes
and impact the interviews had on the different people from this city, with as the most important: that
oral history interviews are not only sources for research stored in the archives, but that they may also
lead to the creation of new organisational networks. A teaser - screening of an interview fragment illustrated it: musician Firat Bulgurcu, a young Kurdish Alevite from Bochum, talked in the interview
about his future plans to connect people by music. This interview led to his playing music at the festival
in Bochum, but it also brought new networks to the LWL Museum.
The examples from the participants’ fields of work showed the importance of collecting and sharing life
stories, for different actors, and for different reasons. For the refugees and asylum seekers - who have a
lot to say (they are not voiceless, they already have a voice (it was important to note), but not always a
possibility to express themselves - it can be an important tool of empowerment, platform to break silences,
create empathy, build up self-esteem, help the healing after traumatizing experiences, and bring awareness
of being part of local, national and European community and history. Also, by sharing their stories refugees
become mediators of culture, of traditions, experiences and feelings. For the European cities - their policy
makers, archives, museums, as well as cultural and research institutions - collecting and making oral history
interviews public can challenge and change perspectives and narratives dominated by media and the political
context, because stories become narratives and narratives become politics. Instead of only talking about
refugees, oral history helps to initiate a discussion with refugees. The information given in the interviews
can help to create appropriate support systems for the refugees in each city, and may function as a mirror
hold up towards society, broaden our perspectives, counter stereotypes and help to understand our history,
present and future. By archiving their stories refugees become part of local, regional, national and European
history and heritage.
Further discussion was on how these perspectives about the importance of interviews can be shared with
others. Empathy, giving the interviewees the opportunity to represent themselves the way they wish to,
and respect towards “otherness” (other perspectives, cultures, customs) were for all participants essential
for both conducting and sharing the interview publicly. There came up with 3 main ways to share interviews/
oral history with broader public: 1. as a starting point future projects of co-creation and cultural participation
of refugees; 2. as (scientific) sources, in different professional networks, at conferences and in research to
spread the ideas and new narratives as well as to create new international networks and exchange, and
3. as part of education plans and didactics.
At the end the workshop made a list of advices to the European cities, with special attention to the cities with
a colonial past, on their role in: 1. creating room for listening, storytelling and exchange and promoting oral
history as a tool; 2. creating of new and promoting of the existing projects; 2. co-working between the cities
on these topics (joined projects); on joining forces between the different cities on this topic.
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Theme 2: Co-creation with refugees - Artistic and cultural production
Workshop 3
Topic: Inspiring forms of creative engagement
Main question: What can be done to stimulate co-creation?
Role of the participants: Doers
This workshop gathered mostly people from the social-artistic environment and academic field - but
everyone related not only professionally but also personally to themes of refugees and migration.
Moderator of the workshop was Karolina Spaić, bridge-maker and director of ZID community theatre
in Amsterdam.
The teaser for the workshop was a video of a short compilation of four different cultural events in
Antwerp, all made in a co-creation of the refugees- artists and the Specially Unknown team in the Red
Star Line Museum. It, together with the short intro of Samuel Pillinos, a fieldworker from Antwerp,
demonstrated various ways and artistic disciplines and forms the interviews can inspire.
After the screening, the group talked about the examples of intercultural co-creation which they knew
from their life and work, i.e. street theatre in Chad, intercultural jamming in Germany, a youth space in
a refugee camp in Greece, a co-creation project that turned the hierarchy between children and parents
upside down, an integration project for newcomers, letters written by refugees to citizens. This exercise
brought up a new issue: what is co-creation? How to define it? It is about working together, inclusion,
equality, equal contribution, defining the goals of the project together. The question was raised: how to
obtain all this? There were no definitive answers, but an agreement on this: if / when people talk about
‘we’ and ‘them’, there is a problem. Discussion evolved further towards the question: ‘What do we wish
with co-creation?”. The answers were revolving towards the “ownership”. As an example of facilitating
co-creation Karolina introduced “The story-catcher”: an interactive board game that generates authentic
stories. Stories that can lead to a presentation or a performance, or stories that can be given back to the
community.
In the second part of the workshop, the discussion was about the requirements for co-creation, about
what is needed to facilitate and implement co-creation. The ideas varied from taking away very practical
obstacles (i.e.: a young mother that wants to participate, needs day-care for her children) to the more
general matters such as: importance of respect and time needed to make decisions together, and the
necessity of evaluating your own role. Also, the significance of letting things go and trusting each other
was highlighted. And when working with refugees someone should always be aware of their vulnerability.
Not because they are vulnerable themselves, but because of the circumstances. Contemplating on all
these matters, it was put to question if co-creation should be focused on a process, or be result oriented.
The participants thought the process is the most important, but the product also counts. After that there
was a discussion about different stakeholders. It was agreed that an indispensable starting point for
equality and co-creation is that everybody involved realizes that everybody involved is a stakeholder.
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Workshop 4
Topic: Essence and meaning of co-creation
Main question: What is co-creation?
Role of the participants: Thinkers
This workshop “shared” a teaser from Paris with the workshop number 6. A video compilation of different
interviews and a teaser or the expected short animated video of Syrian filmmaker Mohammad Hijazi
about seeing Paris through the eyes of a refugee. Sarah Clement from Paris acted as host. She highlighted
the main features of this extraordinary collaboration.
The video was meant to provoke the thinkers in workshop 4 to contemplate on the phenomenon of cocreation. Moderator Josien Pieterse, (director of Framed Framed, a platform for contemporary art, visual
culture, and critical theory & practice in Amsterdam) navigated the group though this sometimes-difficult
realm.
The participants came to an “open” definition of co-creation as a “joint work of many (at least two)
different people and / or groups (organisations)”; and decided upon the main ingredients of co-creation:
1. equality of the co-creators and 2. that the process is more important than the result(s).
This discussion stretched to the following issues: the differences between social and artistic co-creation,
as well as between co-production (economic aspect), and co-creation (artistic aspect); and the limits of
co-creation (who takes the lead, how?).
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The next topics the groups discussed were the conditions for co-creation and the roles different actors
have in it. The most important pre-conditions seemed to be: the context (taking care of the specific
context), people ( “right person has to be in the right place”), existence of some basic “rules” which
allow the freedom of everyone, but also enough time to allow for the process, ability of all involved
to adapt (if, for example, the project changes during its development) and sustainability.
There was also a discussion about who starts, initiates co-creation? Participants coming from the
institutions put the accent on the institutional and social creation, as a political objective (such as the
various programmes for living better together). Individual artists (like Mohammad from Paris and Taigue
from Berlin) think that the impulse has to come from the artist(s).
In addition to this “general” framework, also the more practical pre-conditions were mentioned, such
as: balance and equity between the people who are paid and the volunteers.
The discussion went back to the framework and underlying issues, inevitable when it comes to co-creation:
integration and inclusion. Integration was not much appreciated by the participants. It was “OK” only if it
covers and includes both sides, that everybody from “each side” has to find the way to respect others as
they are.
The main feature of the co-creation, though, seem to be a collective decision making, that the “rules”, and
each steps have to be decided together. For that, everybody has to be ready to let go something.

Workshop 5
Topic: Dreamed artistic production
Main question: What dreams do we have?
Role of the participants: Dreamers
The teaser was a live reading from the theatre performance “Esperer”, artistic production from Turin,
created for Specially Unknown and read by Antonio Damasco. This poetic allegory about the ideal society
was chosen in order to stimulate two groups of dreamers to dream on two different topics: in workshop
5 on the ideal but very concrete artistic production, and in workshop 7 on the ideal cultural participation
in a city.
Workshop 5 - a group of young people with a very different background and nationalities - turned out to
be a philosophical and complex brainstorm. It started with the participants’ own ‘dreamed artistic’
productions. Moderator Mirjana Smolić, actress and coach from Amsterdam, told them to give their
imagination a free ride, and to dream about what they would do if they had everything (in terms of money,
time, people, resources). But something “else” happened: they all dreamed of an artistic production that
went much further than an event itself, their dreams were bigger than “only” a theatre play, a music
festival, a movie night or a food lovers paradise. It didn’t matter neither how many people it reached.
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Their dreams revealed that for them more important than an piece of art was the impact it could/they
wished it to have: to change the mentality, to change ‘the system’. “To reach this goal - to make a
fundamental change in society - felt as a mountain to climb” said the host of this workshop Céline Joris,
from Specially Unknown Antwerp team.
There were a lot of different ideas on how to do that ( amongst them: “(post)-colonial European Identity”,
“multi-cultural oral history”, “new narratives for teachers”), but at one point their goal/dream became
clear: we need to change the narrative - not the protagonists! - of our Western (educational) system through
arts, and to eventually heal from inequality and taboo-based policies. The keys to get there were arts and
education. In short: they collectively dreamed of using arts to create a new society, a new narrative and,
in the end, a new educational system.

Theme 3: Cultural participation of refugees – policies and practices
Workshop 6
Topic: Cultural participation practices and policies – possibilities and strategies
Main question: What are concrete steps for enhancing cultural participation in European cities?
Role of the participants: Doers
This teaser (shared with workshop number 4), a video compilation of different interviews and a snapshot
of a short animated video by Syrian filmmaker Mohammad Hijazi about seeing Paris through the eyes of
a refugee, was a starting point for the “doers” of this workshop to come with the concrete ideas on new
approaches and strategies for the cultural participation policies and practices. Moderator of the workshop
was Maria Rast, Phd scholar from VU-University in Amsterdam, and the host was an interviewer from
Paris , a second generation Cambodian, Christine Huynh.
The discussion was first about the types of cultural participation, ranging from programmes giving
refugees and migrants free access to cultural institutions (i.e. free access to museums for refugees,
sometime - like in Paris -combined with the language courses), to events organised to highlight refugees’
culture and stories and enhance meetings between refugees and locals (like Keti Koti festival in
Amsterdam and monthly dinners “Guess who is coming to dinner” in Turin), to artistic events/projects cocreated with refugees and exhibiting refugees’ artists work ( i.e. journal with poems and literature made
by refugees in Bochum).
This brought up two issues: it has become “trendy” to create projects with and for refugees. And there is
a different perception of the refugees: those who have fled their countries because of political reasons
had been seen as “good migrants” while the migrants without refugee status (economic migrants) had
been seen as “bad migrants”.
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The group talked about the further steps, what would they like to achieve, and it boiled down to these:
1. Inclusive co-creation and inclusive diversity (not just with refugees but with society as a whole,
in every field - among policy makers, artists, general public), which includes the same responsibilities
and same rights and rewards (such as : equal payment);
2. “Diversitude”: the ability to work together with people with different backgrounds and to ensure that
the different talents are acknowledged;
3. Overcoming “refugee-ness” ( considering people as citizens instead of refugees, focusing on skills
and what people know and can do, and not on the refugee status);
4. More facilitators/cultural abridgers (people who help establish connections between different groups,
such as second generation migrants/refugees) and influencers (people with a refugee background in
the various institutions (in the political sphere, in the cultural sphere, in the media) on the positions in
which they can raise awareness on migration issues and achieve change.
The group created a list of strategies and actions for achieving these goals. On the institutional / society
level: establish a diversity officer in all institutions, with a task to “hold a mirror” and ensure equality and
diversity of staff, public and productions / products. In your policy and practice, look and focus on
common issues and themes (family, football, art),for example by collecting stories/ memories of refugees
which have elements that are universal. (Academic) research was also mentioned: developing and
capturing knowledge and lessons learned, as well as organizing events and lectures to distribute that
knowledge. Reminding each other about each other’s migration background (e.g. Italian’s migration
within Europe; European migration to America) in many different and concrete ways and sharing /
exchanging (for example: food) were mentioned as strategies that work universally.
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Workshop 7
Topic: Shared dreams about ideal cultural participation
Main question: How does cultural life look in future cities?
Role of the participants: Dreamers
The teaser from the theatre performance “Espérer”, about the equality in the ideal city, created by actor
and director Antonio Damasco for Specially Unknown in Turin - shared with the workshop number 5 - was
chosen in order to stimulate the dreamers from this workshop to take their imagination on a journey to
the future, to a city with an ideal cultural participation. This journey was navigated by the moderator
Petra Ardai, a Dutch-Hungarian author and theatre director of the Digest the Future Project, and hosted
by Ilda Curti, coordinator of Specially Unknown in Turin.
The participants discovered that they share more or less the same vision, features, principles and even
the same concrete details of the ideal city. The basic principle of cultural participation is getting to know
each other and overcoming linguistic and cultural barriers. In their ideal city there is no dominant culture
to which "others" should come closer, there are different cultural identities that must be known,
respected and shared. Each one with its own stories, its own cultural identity, its own individual identity,
but recognizing themselves and the others as part of one community. In such city, culture is a continuous,
difficult and creative exchange.
Misunderstandings and difficulties in understanding others also exist in their ideal city, of course. There
are many of them: education of children, expectations towards the people you meet, even gestures. Each
of the participants told an episode of "strangeness" to a new context. For example, an Eritrean woman
told that in her culture it is a sign of respect for older people not to look them in the eye, and that it took
her some time to understand that in Europe, it may seem like a sign of remission, of weakness.
Even inviting someone for a coffee means different things for an Eritrean, a Dutchman, an Italian, a Serb.
In this gesture - so simple, so basic - there are cultural universes that belong to the stories of each one. In
the ideal city there are no foreigners, there are people who have stories to tell, stories that form a
relationship in which everyone exists, learns, exchanges and laughs. They laughed during the workshop,
imagining the huge amount of food prepared by an Eritrean refugee who invited new Dutch friends, when
she discovered that they had already dined at home, because in Holland a coffee is not a meal but a drink
accompanied by a small biscuit.
In an ideal city, there is the curiosity to ask, question, enter into the worlds and cultural universes of
other. The worst thing that can happen is not to ask and not to try to understand.
In that ideal city people are not ashamed of their identity. It is a welcoming environment, where people
share time and space as inhabitants, as protagonists, as a part of the same community, and not as
“guests”. The city a space for building relationships.
The group concluded that to create this city, to build the space for relationships requires: respect,
welcoming attitude, curiosity, patience and empathy of the individuals. From the society, it requires
investing in building/creating meeting places where people can learn to call each other by name, breaking
down barriers and stereotypes.
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CLOSING PLENARY
After the 2nd round of workshops, everybody gathered at the Closing Plenary, to share and discuss individual
and collective insights, ideas, plans and outcomes of the workshops, and of the conference as a whole.
Firstly, each workshop presented the essence of their discourse as a short, artistic/creative piece. No
PowerPoints, no speeches - but ludic and creative actions were shown on stage.
Participants of workshop 1 (about creation of the new narratives / new interview collections) made a short
smart-phone documentary, showing each of them “carrying” a key-word from their discourse written on
cardboard, with the word “context” continuously and repeatedly came back - hereby emphasizing their
conclusion: it’s all about context!
The participants of workshop 2 (on the meaning of oral history of refugees) presented a poem created from
the key-words from the workshop’s discussion. Its title, “I have a lot to say, reflected an important message
of their discussion: refugees are not voiceless, they already have a voice, and they have a lot to say, but they
don’t always have a possibility to express themselves.
The presentation of the workshop 3 (about the inspiring forms of creative engagement) was a short feature
film about the buddy project for asylum seekers to find housing, which communicated that an indispensable
starting point for equality and co-creation is that everybody involved realizes that everybody involved is a
stakeholder.
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Workshop 4, which was on the essence and meaning of co-creation, told a collective story which they
made by letting each participant create a part - a sentence, or two. In this way, they shared a message
that co-creation is about the process rather than the result. And about all aspects from collective
decision making about everything: from the rules to each small step.
Starting point of the somewhat Beckettian performance of the workshop 5 (on dreamed artistic
production) was: “Change the narrative, not the protagonists! “. Spotlight on a microphone, people
walking in circle around it, faceless voice repeating the word “education” and “art” – were meant to
express the idea that the change of the system can be achieved through arts and education.
Workshop 6, which was discussing policies and practices of cultural participation, “held a mirror” on
the perceptions and a position of a refugee in a society through a mute theatre sketch about impact
of inclusion: people who at the beginning were refugees, on a lower position than the politicians and
policymakers, if and when allowed to join became singers , electricians etc. while the policy makers
became spectators.
Workshop 7 surprised everybody by presenting their “realistic dream on ideal cultural participation in
an ideal city in the future ” through 3 real-life stories : about a “Guess who is coming to dinner“ series
of eating in refugees’ houses in Italy, about Eritrean coffee-culture, and two Muslims’ discussion on
wearing head scarf in Hungary - to share the message that cultural participation is about stepping out
of the box and opening to the other perspectives, and that even if it may sometimes bring conflicts,
open people will find a solution.

Intentions for the future
Saskia Moerbeek thanked for the presentations, and invited people to share their individual impressions of
the day, and to pitch their future plans inspired by what they heard, saw and experienced at the conference.
A lot of people from different cities, countries an fields of work responded and presented their future plans
regarding cultural participation of refugees.
The European Cultural Foundation for instance announced the new book Lost in Media about migrants
/refugees’ presence in the public sphere. A Syrian artists from Paris said he would make a video on cultural,
political and personal identity. An freelance refugee-worker got an idea to make a project to interview also
the “autochthones” and to work more with media for example with schools of journalism. A researcher
with refugee background would like to research the role of stories in making and breaking up societies.
A representative of the European Commission said she would spread the results of the project actively
within the Commission and to the broader public. The Red Star Line Museum from Antwerp invited
everybody to the opening of an exhibition in November in Antwerp, based on the results of the project,
while the LWL Industriemuseum in Bochum announced a storytelling festival in Bochum next weekend
where the interviews would be screened on the walls of the museum.
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Time to harvest
Domenica Ghidei Biidu closed the conference with sharing some of the moments that touched and inspired
her, and name several examples: the interview with Christine - especially the role her father played and her
connection to his and her own history; how in Antwerp they had found the starting point for co-creation in
the shared humanity; that the workshop 4 saw the ownership of both the process and outcome as the core
of co-creation; and many more.
She said that she thinks that for each work three T’s are important: time, timing and trust (in ourselves, in the
process and each other). She added that there are so many inspiring ideas that could and should be shared
and used by the various European bodies and programs on strengthening the European identity, refugees’
oral history is already here, both of the refugees from the past and the recent one. There is a lot of to harvest
from projects like this.

THOUGHTS, ADVICES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
The different conference sessions confirmed the importance of oral history of refugees for their cultural
participation in European cities as well as for the future of European cities as such. It also brought new
insights and ideas on how to work further on collecting and sharing the life stories of refugees, on cocreation with refugees, and on designing (cultural) policies. Below there is a summary of the most
important thoughts and recommendations.
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In general:


Being a refugee is not an identity but an experience

• Refugees are a very diverse group of people. It is important not to reduce them to the label “refugee”
• Consider people as citizens instead of only refugees
• More exchange is needed on the topic of refugees in research, culture and politics. Everyone who can,
should work on this in her or his specific work environment

• Especially the cities with a colonial past should invest in working with refugee communities, in a
mindful, sensible and reflective way. It can help not only to write the history of these communities but
also to re-write the cities’ history

• Storytelling is important. Stories make but also break up societies and social cohesion. Stories become
narratives, and narrative become policies. And policies become public discourse and politics

• Refugees have a lot to say, they are not voiceless, they already have a voice, but not always a
possibility to express themselves

On Oral History – Interviews with refugees:


Context is very important: of an interviewee, of the “receiving” community, of the interview itself



Safety and the rights of the refugee being interviewed must be ensured



Interviews should always be archived, and continue working with the material and with the communities



Dissemination should always be done in conversation with the interviewees, in order to protect them (a
testimony can lead its own life, can get beyond the control of the interviewee and/ or the organisation
responsible for the management and dissemination of the interview)



Oral history can be an important tool of empowerment, platform to break silences, create empathy, build
up self-esteem, help the healing after traumatizing experiences, and bring awareness of being part of local,
national and European community and history . By sharing their stories refugees become mediators of
culture, of traditions, experiences and feelings



Oral history can be
1. A starting point for future projects of co-creation and cultural participation of refugees;
2. A (scientific) source, in different professional networks, at conferences and in research to spread the
ideas and new narratives as well as to create new international networks and exchange;
A part of education plans and didactics.
3.



European cities, with the special attention to the cities with a colonial past, have a role in:
1. Creating room for listening, storytelling and exchange and promoting oral history as a tool;
2. Creating of new and promoting of the existing projects;
3. Co-working with other cities on these topics (joined projects).
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On Co-creation with refugees - Artistic and cultural production


Co-creation is not only working together, but it is working on the principles of equality in everything,
especially in decision making during the whole process;



Stop to do “for” and start to do “with” and give a real space to refugees and people from other
groups (some ideas can be stolen, or reshaped by policy makers);



Co-creation also requires equal payment / funding;



It is essential for co-creation that everybody knows that everybody is a stakeholder;



Integration is not co-creation. Integration is usually one-sided. Integration could be co-creation, if it
refers to all (both, two) sides, if both sides would need to integrate, not only one;



Change the narrative - not the protagonists! - of our Western system through arts;



Use arts to create a new society, a new narrative and in the end a new educational system

On Cultural participation of refugees – policies and practices


A core element of city policy development should be: to help and motivate refugees to participate in culture
and society, build up their self-confidence and motivation to use their talents and competences



Be careful not to create competition between migrants and refugees. Find ways to incorporate
different experiences into our societies. How do we share the space we have for different groups?

• Create “Diversitude”: the ability to work together with people with different backgrounds and to
ensure that the different talents are acknowledged


Overcome “refugee-ness” (considering people as citizens instead of refugees, focusing on skills and
what people know and can do, and not on the refugee status);

• Facilitators/cultural abridgers are needed for cultural participation (people who help establish
connections between different groups, such as second-generation migrants/refugees)

• Influencers (people with a refugee background) are needed on the positions in which they can achieve
change (within existing institutions)


Incorporate refugees in the structure (of the decision/policy making institutions) and receive equal
payment;



Make it possible (find funds for) refugees to get influential positions within institutions;



Establish a diversity officer in all institutions, with a task to “hold a mirror” and ensure equality and diversity
of staff, public and productions / products.
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Links to a short video impression of the conference and two video’s that were used as teasers:
https://speciallyunknown.eu/video-of-the-oracle-of-amsterdam/
https://speciallyunknown.eu/teasers-oracle-of-amsterdam/

